Radiation-resistant behavior of poly(vinylidene fluoride)/layered silicate nanocomposites.
Poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) has been made radiation-resistant through a nanocomposite (NC) route. The bombardment of high-energy swift heavy ions (SHI) on PVDF and its NCs with layered silicate has been studied in a range of fluences. The degradation of PVDF after SHI irradiation is suppressed radically in NCs. PVDF forms an intercalated nanostructure in the presence of nanoclay and, further, the ion fluence raises the extent of intercalation. The crystallinity and the heat of fusion of pristine PVDF have drastically been reduced after SHI irradiation, while there are relatively small changes in NCs even at higher fluences. The metastable piezoelectric beta form of PVDF gets stabilized by the presence of layered silicate, and the structure is retained upon SHI irradiation. The clay platelets act as nucleating agents, and SHI irradiation causes two crystallization temperatures for the samples exposed to high fluences. The damages created on the surface and bulk of PVDF and its NC films upon SHI irradiation have been measured quantitatively by using atomic force microscopy. The pitting dimensions and degradation are enhanced significantly beyond 10(11) ions/cm(2) fluence for pristine PVDF, which limits the use of PVDF for any ion irradiation application. The degradation is considerably suppressed in NCs, providing a suitable high-energy radiation-resistant thermoplastic polymer.